
W E L L N E S S  M E N U



WELLNESS MENU
We’re redefining wellness by partnering with 
Made for Life Organics to offer an incredible 

selection of holistic and therapeutic spa services. 
Contact reception to schedule.



TOUCH THERAPIES
Relax with these mindful rituals that use slow, 
soothing and rhythmic massage techniques to 
provide complete tranquillity. These bespoke 
treatments are safe for everyone, even those 
with compromised immune systems. 

Hand on Heart™
Back, Face + Scalp Treatment
A combination of relaxing breathing exercises 
and slow Tui Na Chinese massage techniques 
rebalance and calm the upper body. A soothing 
100% organic facial cleanse followed by a 
pressure point massage eases tension from 
the face. Finished with a slow and gentle head 
massage to clear the mind. 
85m/55m £120/£85 

Catch the Breath ™
Back + Head Treatment 
Slow, rhythmic movements and 100% organic 
Made for Life Organics products provide you 
with a true sense of well-being that will help you 
reconnect mind and body. 
40m  £70

Soft Touch Therapy 
Body Treatment 
This full-body ritual uses a relaxing sequence of 
slow, soothing massage techniques to induce a 
deep sense of relaxation that eases any anxiety 
and stress.
55m  £85

Soothe and Nurture ™
Organic Facial 
Restore the natural luminosity to your skin with 
this facial treatment that leaves you looking and 
feeling radiant.  Our 100% organic Made for Life 
botanical balms and oils nourish, cleanse and 
detoxify your skin. This facial includes a slow 
head, hair, and scalp massage to help you relax. 
55m  £95

FACIALS
Radiance Facial for Men
Our 100% organic oils and balms, combined 
with anti-aging massage techniques from 
around the world, will detoxify, tone, and lift 
your skin, leaving you feeling rejuvenated. This 
facial is perfect for those looking for a natural 
approach to slow down aging.
55m  £95 

Rose Quartz Wellness Facial
This calming facial softens tension and 
stress lines using deep, therapeutic massage 
techniques across the face, neck and shoulders. 
Cooling Rose Quartz “Gua Sha” Crystals are 
used alongside our 100% organic balms and oils 
to smooth lines, reduce puffiness and refresh the 
contours of your face.  The facial is completed 
with a gentle scalp massage leaving you feeling 
renewed and aglow with health and vitality.
75m  £120 



MADE FOR WELLBEING
Circadian Reset Ritual 
Take time out to reset your natural circadian 
body clock and achieve a deep sense of 
physical, mental, and emotional balance.  
Our circadian rhythm defines our state of 
wellness. This extraordinary ritual empowers 
you to take note of your own wellbeing. Starting 
with a grounding meditation with your therapist, 
mindful breathing techniques will ease you 
into a deeply relaxed state. This full body 
ritual starts with a detoxifying back exfoliation 
treatment, moving the focus to acupressure, 
alongside a combination of advanced massage 
techniques to release any deep-set tension you 
may have.  A full top to toe treatment including 
a facial with 100% organic oils and balms, 
combined with anti-aging massage techniques 
from around the world, will detoxify, tone, and 
lift your skin, leaving you feeling rejuvenated. 
Your circulation will improve, and the Circadian 
Reset Ritual encourages a natural boost to the 
immune system.
120m  £180 

Relaxation Ritual  
Using a selection of oils and balms, this deeply 
relaxing body massage focuses on areas of 
tension and stress. A hydrating and lifting facial 
complete this total body treatment.
105m  £150

Mindful Moments
Enjoy a deep sense of calmness while your body 
and mind are nourished and replenished. This 
begins with deep breathing and a meditation of 
about 5 minutes. Slow rhythmic movements used 
throughout this ritual are exclusive to the upper 
body, which includes a calming back, scalp, 
neck and shoulder massage.
55m  £85

B ODY + MIND TREATMENTS
Radiant Renewal
This cleansing and smoothing treatment will 
reinvigorate your skin using 100% organic oils, 
long, smooth massage strokes and a softening 
full body exfoliation.
55m  £85 

Radiant Renewal (back only) 
Induces deep relaxation as tension areas are 
targeted in the back, neck and shoulders. 
This therapeutic and relaxing back treatment 
includes an energising and detoxifying back 
exfoliation to deeply cleanse and nourish.
40m  £70

Mumma-To-Be Massage
This gentle and soothing massage is suitable 
throughout the whole pregnancy, including 
first trimester. Our 100% organic, nourishing oils 
are applied using gentle and relaxing massage 
techniques to ease muscular tension and soothe 
pains. This is the perfect ritual to nurture mum 
and baby. 
55m  £95 

Mumma-To-Be Body Treatment
This wonderfully relaxing wellness ritual 
combines the Mumma-To-Be Massage with a 
relaxing facial to rebalance the skin. Slow and 
smooth massage movements create a sense of 
deep relaxation while also relieving any aches 
and pains. Our gentle, 100% organic oils nourish 
and help to prevent stretch marks. This top-to-
toe ritual is the perfect treat for mums to be or 
new mums who need some self-care. 
90m  £130



MASSAGES
Mindful Botanical Massage 
Enjoy a combination of Swedish and aromatherapy 
massage techniques. During this massage, you’ll 
be encouraged to use deep and slow breaths to 
clear your mind and relax your muscles while your 
therapist works on areas of tensions.
45m  £75 

Mindful Botanical Full Body Massage 
Enjoy a combination of Swedish and aromatherapy 
massage techniques. During this massage, you’ll 
be encouraged to use deep and slow breaths to 
clear your mind and relax your muscles while your 
therapist works on areas of tensions.
85m/55m £130/£90  

Muscle Melt 
During this massage using deep tissue techniques, 
you’ll feel tension and stress melt away as our 
Made for Life Soothing Muscle Balm is applied. 
This natural, deep heat treatment gently soothes 
and loosens tension in your muscles. This massage 
is perfect as a pre- or post-workout treatment.
55m  £95 
 

Extend your wellness experience with a Made 
for Life taster facial using 100% organic oils and 
balms, leaving you cleansed, nourished and 
rejuvenated. 
15m   £20

HANDS + FEET  TREATMENTS
Sole Sensation Pedicure
Refresh your tired, aching feet with an organic 
rosebud soak and exfoliation treatment followed 
by a soothing leg and foot massage. We use 
100% organic products to shape your nails and 
cuticles before finishing with a gentle buff and 
nourishing base coat. 
55m  £70 

Tender Touch Manicure
Pamper your hands with a gentle massage 
using enriching and moisturising balms. We use 
100% organic products to shape your nails and 
cuticles before finishing with a gentle buff and 
nourishing base coat. 
55m  £65 

Please note: The application of nail varnish or 
gel application is not included in our hand and 
foot rituals.

*

*



THERMAL TREATMENTS
Thermal Wellness
Enjoy the numerous health benefits from 
Thermal Wellness as part of your visit and to 
complement your wellness rituals.
 
£30 for 1 hour session without treatment. 
When booking a treatment, the use of Thermal 
Wellness is included in price. In addition to 
thermal wellness, you can unwind to our 
relaxation room while enjoying a refreshing 
wellness tea blend.

Rock Sauna
This dry air room heats to 80-85° F and will help 
open pores to cleanse your body. Regular use 
can strengthen the immune system, improve 
circulation and enhance detoxification.

Bio Sauna
Heated to 80-85° F, this room uses natural 
aromatic herbs and spices to help eliminate 
toxins. 
  
Aroma Steam Room
Cooler than the sauna, this high-humidity room 
is good for clearing your respiratory system and 
relieving muscular tension and joint pain.

Ice Fountain
An invigorating contrast to the heat treatments, 
this room features crushed ice crystals to 
stimulate your circulation and boost your 
lymphatic and immune systems. Treatments like 
this are commonly used to treat anxiety and 
stress.

OTHER TREATMENTS
Tea and Therapy™ Self Care Sessions 
(minimum 4 people required)
Enjoy Tea and Therapy™ with Made for Life. 
These educational sessions will provide you with 
insights into:

• Mindful breathing techniques to help reach a 
greater sense of calm and focus

• Uplifting Facial techniques with facial 
acupressure 

• Basic reflexology techniques for the hands to 
helps ease tension and release anxiety

45m  £35

Student Massage
Available Monday | Thursday 2pm - 4:30pm
Intense studying can take its toll on the body 
and mind. We need to allow time to encourage 
minds to pause and refresh to allow them to 
work efficiently. Feel muscular tension and 
stress melt away as 100% organic Made for Life 
Soothing Muscle Balm is applied. This natural 
deep heat treatment is rich with rosemary and 
gently soothes and loosens tension in your 
muscles. Must show Student ID upon arrival.
25m  £45
 

AFTERNO ON TEA
Choose a nurturing 55-minute bespoke wellness 
ritual to improve your health and wellbeing. 
After your treatment and use of the thermal 
wellness options, change back into your clothes 
and enjoy our Afternoon Tea in the Drawing 
Room. Expect a range of delicacies with a 
contemporary twist.
55m  £120



A NOTE  FROM MADE FOR L IFE
From the moment you open the door to this 
peaceful area within The Randolph Hotel by 
Graduate Hotels, our aim is to ensure that ALL 
are welcome. Nurturing spa rituals bespoke to 
you, which centre on the gift of time, to improve 
your health & wellbeing.

Every treatment uses our range of 100% Made 
for Life organic botanical skincare which we 
hand blend in Cornwall. So, from the heart of 
Cornwall, where we make beautiful products, to 
the heart of Oxford, we look forward to looking 
after you.

Amanda Winwood
Founder & Queen of Hugs
Made for Life Organics




